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GET THE JOB DONE.
The new BAX is a partner that you can rely on in any situation:
strong as an ox, completely reliable and emission-free at the
same time. The BAX is a mobile tool that makes your job easier. It can manage more, has a longer range, charges faster,
is networked, saves you energy, provides more safety and has
numerous body types and variants for use. This way, you and
the BAX can master all of the daily challenges you face inside
and outside the city.
BAX. THE FIRST ELECTRIC TRUCK
THAT REALLY GETS THE JOB DONE.

BAX. MANAGES MORE.
The new BAX lets you load more! While conventional trucks with a diesel engine, gearbox,
power train and emission control make the cab large and heavy, your new BAX comes with
significantly more payload capacity, despite running on a battery. The BAX 7.5 can easily
manage three tons with a superstructure! This makes the BAX perfectly equipped for your
job and it does exactly what it is supposed to: transport goods.

More information

BAX. LONGER RANGE.
The new BAX can take you the extra mile. Quite literally. Although it was originally designed for inner-city use, the long-range version with a battery capacity of 126 kWh can do
a sensational 200 kilometres.* The BAX is 80% charged in just 60 minutes (at 100 kW DC)
and ready for your next job.

More information

*Depending on intended use and driving style – the ranges were evaluated in real test conditions
in battery-depleting winter temperatures.

BAX. THE FITTING TRUCK
FOR EVERY APPLICATION.
The BAX is available in numerous body types. It doesn’t matter if it’s a cherry picker, ambulance, fire engine, or delivery, towing, road-sweeping or rubbish-collection vehicle, you and the BAX can master every role. Its compatible chassis means
your BAX can be used according to your requirements and can be upgraded to a
customised piece of working equipment by the superstructure specialist of your
choice. No matter what you’re planning to use it for, the BAX gets the job done.

More information

WASTE COLLECTOR

FLATBED TRUCK WITH LOADING CRANE

TIPPER

CAR TRANSPORTER

ROAD SWEEPER

TANKER

BAX. SAVES ENERGY.
The new BAX makes your job easier. Your job is already hard enough,
after all. Constantly climbing up into the cab shouldn’t cause you extra
stress and strain. With its low access height, the BAX won’t make you
tired as quickly after repeatedly getting in and out of the truck, and is
good for your health as a result. That way, transporting is a lot of fun, too.

More information

BAX. MAKING SURE THINGS ARE SAFE.
The new BAX gives you a better overview. For the safety of other road
users and your own, too. While out transporting in the city, sitting in your
electric BAX puts you at eye level with the other road users, even with
pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists. With its extensive assistance systems as well as its safety and comfort features, the electric BAX always
completely plays it safe.

More information

BAX. IS NETWORKED.

SERVICE STATUS MESSAGES

INFORMATION DISPLAY

Important service status messages for
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GPS INFORMATION

VEHICLE AND FLEET REPORTS
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VEHICLE VISUALISATION

ADVANCED SERVICE

With the BAX vehicle visualisation, you can
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service
The BAX won’t fail you any time soon. However, if you do need help whilst on the road, as
a BAX customer you benefit from the BPW Group’s extensive experience in servicing and
vehicle maintenance as well as organising a service network. With an ever-increasing
number of registrations, the BAX service is being continuously enhanced with further
service points.
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